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ceaching—have taught
Blonche Christian
the finer points
es
:
of skiing

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before!
S A

Your “T

Zone”

Will Tell You Why!

SKIER,

Blanche

Christian

is “one

in a

million”—an expert with wide experience...
ski instructor in leading resorts. As a smoker, she
is one of millions who had a most revealing experience during the wartime cigarette shortage.
“When cigarettes were so hard to get,” says
Miss Christian, “I smoked many different brands.
Naturally, I compared them for quality. I learned

T for Taste... T for Throat...
that’s your
proving ground for
any cigarette.

See if Camels don't

by experience

suit your “'T-Zone”’
loa |.

Miss Christian, thousands of smokers compared
. . found Camels the “choice of experience.”
Try Camels. Let your own experience... your
“T-Zone”... tell you why more people are smok-

that Camels

suit me

best!”

Like

ing Camels than ever before.

According to a Nationwide survey:

je.
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KISH —& DOM
IE
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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More Doctors Smoke
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
When 113,597 doctors were asked by three independent
research organizations to name the cigarette they smoked,
more doctors named Camel than any other brand!
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NARCOTICS—A

Modern

No.

dicts contract the habit in this manner. Let it be noticed then that
over one-half acquire the habit unwittingly and not of their own volition. Therefore many drug addicts
do not belong to the lowest classes
of society, to the dregs of humanity,
as too many uninformed persons

Problem.

This deserves your attention.
©

By

In

Raymonp

1924

E.

LEopop

there were

over

150,000

chronic drug addicts in the United
States, according to an estimate of
the United States Public Health
Service. This means that one out of
every 850 persons in the United
States had contracted the drug
habit. By itself the number is not
large when compared with such
countries

as

China,

where

in

the

districts occupied by the Japanese
in World War II there are over
13,000,000 opium addicts alone. But
because of the effects of the drug
habit on the personal and social life
of the individual, and on the nation, the number of chronic drug

addicts

in

alarming.

the
And,

United

States

according

to

is
the

latest estimates, the use of narcotics

is increasing, especially among the
fad-crazy younger generation, the
future citizens of the United States.
The use of drugs is indeed a problem that needs solving.
A chronic drug addict has been
defined as “one who has an overpowering impulse for narcoticism
or intoxication by any possessing
narcotic or intoxicating properties.”

There are two kinds of drugs
widely used, opium and its derivatives, and marihuana. Opium is
made from the poppy-seed, a plant
which flourishes in the Far and
Near East. It is very seldom taken
raw but is usually broken down into
by-products, the most important of
which

are

morphine,

cocaine,

lau-

danum and heroin. According to
their nature, they are either smoked
or taken by injecting a hypodermic
needle into the skin. Of all the

opium

addicts.

morphine,

37.6 per cent use

26.7

use

cocaine,

18.8

use laudanum, 4.4 use heroin, and
2.2 use the gum opium.
Marihuana,

1

the _ habit
- forming

drug second in importance, is sold
in the form of cigarettes, and
smoked. Marihuana is made from
the loco-weed, a plant which is
found in abundance in the southwest part of the United States. Since
it can be obtained more easily than
opium, which must be imported, its
popularity is increasing. The latest
estimates indicate that there are
over 100,000 marihuana smokers in
the country, the majority of whom
are either high school students, or
recent graduates of our high schools.

think;

but

rather,

quite

a few are

respectable citizens, slaves to a degenerating habit not of their own
choosing.
‘The same report goes on to show
that 21.6 per cent acquire the habit
through the advice or persuasion of
drug-using acquaintances, who too
often regard drugs as panaceas, and
ignore the bad results. Less than
one-fourth of the drug addicts contracted the habit through dissaption,

often

the

desire

to

escape

reality.

The effects of the drug habit on
the individual is disastrous. The
pleasure and relief given by the drug

is almost

entirely

offset

by

the

quick moral and physical degeneracy
that follows its continued use. The

morphine addict, the most widely
used by-product of opium, has been
described as “pale and haggard; he
suffers from chronic digestive disturbances, constitpation, insomnia,
instability, mental and moral weakness,

and

other

disorders.

He

is

During normal times the drug
habit is acquired by most persons
through the use of physician’s pre-

habitually untruthful.” As a rule
they are unable to stand frustration,
or authority. Many great men, both
potentially and actually, have been
lost to humanity because of the
drug habit. Possibly one of the best
known examples is the “damaged
archangel” of English letters, Cole-

even, in some cases, friends or rela-

scriptions. Statistics show that 54.6

ridge, who destroyed

tives. It is a veritable master.

per cent

his talents through the use of drugs.

Therefore,

the desire and the need

for the drug has complete control
of the will of the chronic drug addict;

it

is more

than

food,

essential

health,

to

him

clothing,

and

of the

chronic

drug

ad-

himself and
Page 3

The effect of the drug habit on
the nation must also be considered.
The nation as a whole suffers in
that so many of its citizens are actually enslaved to narcotics. In the
World War II many Chinese were

made

tools of the Japanese,

who

controlled the source of supply for
the opium addicts in the conquered
territory. The same thing can happen here. Also, the habit is such
that one addicted to it is no longer
able to control himself, without con-

trolling the nation. Thus the outlook is especially tragic when one
considers the large and ever-increasing number of drug addicts among
the high school students, the life-

blood of the country.

store

treatment

the

of the

habit

is such that it controls and destroys
the willpower of the individual.
Public institutions are needed to

in order to

will-power;

this

re-

is the

second and the most important step
for without the restoration of the
will-power to resist the drug, the
habit is only temporarily controlled,
and not cured. Because of the succes of this hospital several more
have been established throughout
the country.
But, as in all cases, prevention

is

better than cure. Preventing harmful drugs from reaching the people
is easier than curing the people once

they have contracted the habit. On
an international basis the United
States has always taken* the lead in
an effort to control the drug trade.
Control,

In rare cases only can the drug
habit be broken through personal
effort, for the nature

chiatric

not

destruction,

of

the

drug trade is wanted, for opium
its by-products are esential and
valuable for medicinal purpose.
1915, during the section of
Hague Conference devoted to
international

narcotic

and
inIn
the
the

trade, all the

cure, or at least control, the chronic

drug addicts.
Before 1929 all drug addicts were
sent to the ordinary state or federal
penitentiaries. The prison officials,

I
Sw

drugs,

went

beserk

killed

himself,

or at

injury

to himself

and_

usually
caused

or others.

Very

hospital was established in 1929 and

nations involved agreed to cooperate
with each other in controlling the
legal trade and attempting to destroy the illegal trade; American
pressure brought about this agreement. But in a few years the pact

had

become

larger

a

nations

dead

letter.

involved,

The

England,

In

France and Holland, had made mil-

this hospital two stages are passed
through in curing the addict. Gradu-

lions in their colonial empires by

ally the drug administered to the
addict is reduced over a period of

tities; rather than lose these profits,
large quantities of opium were

time, varying with the hold the
drug has on the individual; finally,

colonies

the

drug is taken

Then

Page 4

the

individual

away

entirely.

is given

the opium
position as
the other
willingness

psy-

effectual

control

of

trade. Because of our
leader in world affairs,
nations are showing a
to fall into line.

In our country the Harrison Act
of 1914 attempted to control the
legal drug trade so that drugs legally imported into the United
States, might not escape into illegal
channels. To control the legal drug

trade it required that all drug handlers must register, and that all sales
and purchases of drugs must be recorded and made open to inspection
upon demand. Though amended
several times, it is still in effect.
The United States Coast Guard,
and the Bureau of Customs, Nar-

Some

ner proper to their condition. The
is supported by federal funds.

will establish

for that is the price most drugs
will bring, is too great to destroy
the illegal drug trade by force.

few were cured in these prisons.
Realizing the impotency of the
ordinary
prison
to handle _ the
chronic drug addicts, the federal
government establishd a_ narcotic
hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, to
take care of the addicts in a man-

trade,

offered by a 5,000 per cent profit,

his

least

the

efforts being made, the temptation

little good for the individual. Quite
of

control

port of entry. But despite the good

treatment, unscientific as it was, did
deprived

to

remarkably well. In the past decade

dict immediately and entirely. This
addict,

Nations

or so the New York Bureau of Customs alone has seized over $5,000,000 worth of drugs at the New York

cases, to break the drug habit by
taking the drug away from the ad-

the

of

but all ended in failure.
At present the United States is
again pressing for conventions that

cotic division, are doing all that is
humanly possible to prevent drugs
from being illegally smuggled into
the country, and they are succeeding

untrained for the task, tried, in most

often,

From 1920 until 1938 several
attempts were made by the League

the growing of opium in large quanraised

and

shipped

destined

The illegal trade
than decreased.

out

for

of

their

smugglers.

increased

rather

other

solution,

other

than

the efforts made here in the United
States, must be found to stop the
influx of harmful drugs. Two steps
seem essential to success. First of
all, production of opium and marihuana must be carefully controlled

and limited in the countries where
they are grown; here, international
control is the most logical answer.
Secondly, in our country, public

opinion must be aroused to meet
and overcome the increasing illegal

drug

trade,

especially among

the

high school students. Only with the
full support of the public can the

illegal drug trade, so injurious to
national

health

and

well-being, be

destroyed.
January, 1948

little higher than normal. ‘The toes
are always pointed downwards in

DRUM-MAJORING

the strut, which in reality is merely

an exaggerated walk. A drum-major

Strut along with Bob.

with a graceful strut will generally

“make a hit” with any crowd.

e@ By Bos Dawson
@

ILLUSTRATION BY ROSEMARY

Busic
individual tricks that the twirler
must learn, for actual practice, with

Over the past few years here at
school, a good many of the students
have asked me just what the training
of a drum-major includes and what

a baton in hand is the best way to
acquire this knowledge.

they could do towards becoming
one. In the hope that they are still

but definitely honorable profession
of drum-majoring, has been written.

confidence.
own ability
your future
indeed be

many mistakes you make at first,
remember that improvement will
come if you work. And never be-

will

walk

to

the exact

ground.

would include strutting and (later)
“throwing the goal post.” The first
point to remember about strutting
is that it is not how high the strut
is but how graceful, that really

should be executed when the band
is entering and leaving the field. An
interesting point to remember is

This

is one trick that

is

demanded of every drum-major and

that the easier and simpler the twirl,
the harder it probably is to do.
The best way to get on top in
the twirling game is to enter contests,

local,

state,

and

finally

na-

tional. Should recognition come
your way eventually, you may earn
a scholarship or a movie contract
and the chance really to capitalize

on

come impatient and try to rush the

he

twirls, the next step in his training

student has

tortionist; he need only have a
graceful arch in his back and remember to keep the head pointed a

Without belief in your
and a will to improve,
in baton-twirling would
black. No matter how

what

may

have

started

as a

hobby. Although it has been shown

mastering of each twirl or trick. The
old saying about Rome not being

that

built during the noon hours holds
true in drum-majoring, if not more

than it does in any other business.
And it really is a business too, as
is shown by its tremendous growth
over the past few seasons (in this
part of the state, alone, it has increased by sixty per cent) so, if

you persevere the chances for
profitable career are excellent.

rectly,

been able to master at least a few

that the

counts. One does not have to bend
back so far that he looks like a con-

The prime requisite to be sought
for in the beginner is that of self-

ment of his body with the arch of
the baton’s flight. If he judges corspot where the baton is falling and
catch it before it can reach the

Assuming

interested and have been joined by
new enthusiasts, this article, answering those questions and throwing a
few sidelights on the not-so-ancient

In throwing the baton over the
goal post, that is, over the vertical
bar, the major releases it when he
is one yard from the posts and keeps
right on walking, timing the move-

a

boys

make

the

best

drum-

majors, of late, the game has been
invaded by an increasing number
of girls, who have added a great
deal of color and a more universal

appeal
year

to baton-twirling. Just last

a gitl won

school

the

title here in

district high
Ohio,

and

be-

cause of this she has won a scholarship to college

where

she is now

The tools of the trade are hol-

‘twirling a mean baton.” Right here
in Dayton a drum-major’s organization is being formed under the

low metal tubes, twenty-eight inches
in length and ranging in weight
from eighteen to twenty-six ounces.

Club” and we are planning to hold
a contest to determine the best

On

one end of this shaft is a hard,

white rubber ball, arranged so that
a small light, battery operated, may
be substituted. Once you have a

baton in your hand all you have
to do is twirl it. The most important
parts

of a drum-major’s

body

are

his hands, for it is finger work that
makes “the little stick go ‘round
and ’round.” Now it is hardly
feasible to try to explain here the
January,

1948

name
majors

of
and

the

“All

majorettes

Star

Twirler

in the city

and the valley each year. There are
only three such clubs in America,
so you see that baton-twirling is still
a very new profession, with an unparalleled interest in drum-majoring
sweeping the country and with the

dash of showmanship which it adds
to

any athletic

event,

the art

of

twirling a baton seems to be here
to stay.
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A

LITERARY

IMMORTAL

to Francis, a man who looked _ beneath the worn, neglected appearance and found a scholar and a
poet. The saviour, as I have called

Biographical, interesting, informative, worth your reading time.

him, was Wilfred Meynell, editor of
@

By VERA

SEILER

@

ILLUSTRATION

By CINDY

PRICE

The child Francis Thompson—a
solitary little boy, early awakened to
the injustices of the world in which
he lived—seemed much the same as
the

man,

a

dejected,

disease-worn

human who had been dealt about

as many hard blows as is possible
for any one person to receive. It is
true that throughout his life Francis enjoyed many happy moments.
At home while in the company of

his mother

and

sisters and

while

playing with toys and books, he was
happy enough. But even while

small, he displayed a tendency toward seclusion, reading his books
and shying away from the games

and laughter of other little friends.
He
ally
he
the

was evidently more intellectumature than others his age for
spent many hours poring over
poetry of Shakespeare, Scott,

and Coleridge. In later years he admitted to friends and contemporaries that he understood this
poetry only hazily but that it undoubtedly influenced him and
strengthened his inborn desire to
write poetry.

Some months later Francis entered Owens College in Manchester
to study medicine and wasted six
years there. He had no _ interest
whatsoever in the medical _profession and attempted it only to please
his father, who

was

a doctor.

If he

had had the courage then to dispute
his father’s decision as to his career,
he might have been saved, but in-

stead he disappointed his father by
failing at Owens. After several attempts at working, the despairing Francis left his home and went
to London where he accepted all
kinds of low-paying jobs and finally
reached the point where he did
not work at all. He had become the
slave of opium, without which life
seemed
impossible.
During _ this
period he tramped the streets of
London, slept in doorways or common lodging houses, and mixed

with

the lower class. He suffered

hunger and cold and would spend
days in a state of delirium. It is
surprising to note that his character
was unmarred by these harsh experiences. Only his body seemed
to suffer.

Coming from a good Catholic
family, it naturally followed that
Francis too, was a devout Catholic.

Flere too, he continued along the
path of solitude and felt safest and
happiest when alone. His classmates,
instead of helping the sensitive
child, only teased and tormented
him, making him all the more
miserable. He remained at Ushaw
for seven years, after which he was

success was established. Even so, he

was

not

too

elated.

pleasure lay in the

His

greatest

fact that his

poems would be read by future
generations and that they might
be a source of help or inspiration
to them.
Francis was greatly influenced by
Coleridge and Shelley. It is quite
feasible that he derived some ideas

for his own poetry from their works
but even so, he wrote originally. He
also claims that the Bible had a
great influence upon him and that
“it lit up his life like a lantern.”
Many of the stanzas he has written
prove this for they are acts of faith
in themselves and bear the imprint

Humility was a very real part of
Francis Thompson’s character. He
possessed other virtues too. A friend
once said that he was incapable of

any act of unkindness
tesy. He
And
midst

then,
of

like

darkness,

a

light

came

a

in

the

saviour

or discour-

was gentle with children

and was still perhaps

that he was too timid and too in-

Page 6

After the publication
of his
Poems and Sister Songs, Francis’s

poems were endless.

advised to give up all ideas of the
priesthood. His superiors thought
for the life of a priest.

doors of his intellect.

were many times when Francis felt
that he could not write—that he
lacked inspiration. He was most unhappy when such a silence in poetry
existed. But then good days would
come again when his ideas for

to Ushaw College for his training.

to be suited

From that day forward, Francis always had two loving and interested
friends to whom he could turn in
times of trouble. He was never
again quite alone. Mr. Meynell had
a great influence over him, so great
in fact that Francis renounced
opium and in doing so opened the

of his real belief in God. There

At the age of eleven, he decided to
spend the remainder of his life in
the service of God, and was sent

clined to day-dream

the “Merry England” magazine.
Francis had submitted several
poems to him and after reading the
poems and the pathetic letter that
accompanied them, Wilfred Meynell and his wife Alice resolved to
meet the poet and to help him.

in mind

as

one of them. He was unembittered
(Continued

on

Page

18)
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A TORCH-BEARER

St. John the Evangelist, whom
made

he

one of the principal patrons

of his society: Little children, love
For January 22
@

By Roserr D. Woop

On

the 22nd

of

January,

the

Marianists celebrate the 98th anniversary of the death of William
Joseph Chaminade, their Founder.
This article is not meant so much
to give a historical or chronological
pen-portrait of the life of Father
Chaminade as it is to bring to the

where he would spend his life and
how long it would last did not
worry him. He lived for God. He
had every right to be afraid, because
the streets of Bordeaux were running red with the blood of the
revolution, but he was courageous.

fore those things which made him
that

man

remarkable

the

he

was,

and which enable us today, almost
one hundred years after his death,
to look to him as a leader and an
ideal.

salute

him

as

command, “Love
have loved you.”

to Heaven, she sets before them
a man like themselves, a man who

faced

the

trials, but

temptations

same
a

man

whose

sense

and
of

values and plan of life approached
the divine.
Such a man was William Joseph
Chaminade. He was a man who believed and who lived his belief. He
believed that he could do all things
through

Her,

the

incomparable

that He who

He did not fear the gendarmes noi

the persecutors of the Church. In
various

disguises

he

went

about

ministering to the sick, comforting
the sorrowful, instructing the children, counseling the doubtful—in
short, doing good. He went about
serving his fellow men in spite of
the many obstacles that were constantly thrown in his way. He is a
challenge to us who have so many

opportunities to do a bit of good
and pass them by.
Perhaps

one

of the

big reasons

truth, our Mother. He placed himself under her special care and protection as Jesus did, and he called
his way of life Filial Piety. What

an impossibility. The hearts of men

he

cere.

January,
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today

or tomorrow,

Chaminade

and trust in her, we are living the
role of other sons of Mary, other disciples of Father Chaminade.
Let us look into his life, and, in
his own words, “Listen to the les-

sons he imparts to you as the testament of his tender love for you, and

with the aid of God’s

stood

out

from

grace, put

them into practice.”
OK

Re

SUNRISE

Father

do

is the Life, Our Life,

came to us, through Mary. By loving her and placing our confidence

Woman, and he spent his life in
loving her and causing Her to be
loved, in speaking of her goodness,
and in explaining how she is in

would

one another as I
He is, above all,

a finger of God, pointing out the
most beautiful way to reach Heaven
and eternal happiness. It is the way

a Saint.

The Church canonizes saints for
the glory of God and the encouragement of men. When she sees
that men need to be shown in a
new and different manner the way

Tle was given the task of reconciling
juring
priests
with
the
Church; he started a sodality in
order to get men once more to
live an open profession of Christianity; he helped the orphan boys
and all those whom he could. Was
it any wonder, then, that so many
people came to him and found in
him the encouragement that they

These are the reasons that enable
us today to look to him as a torchbearer. He has many lessons to impart to us, if we will look for them.
He is an example for us who falter
and fail in the face of trial. He is
an inspiration to us to live Christ’s

lieve that some day the Church, the
will

of affliction was lifted from them.

sorely needed?

It is not what Father Chaminade
did t! at set him apart from his contemprtaries, it is what he was. And
it is precisely because he was what
he was that he is a man for our
own times. The cause for his beatification is before the Sacred Congregation of Rites, and those who have
followed in the footsteps of Father
Chaminade have every reason to be
world,

one another. If he had gone about
during the trying days of the revolution helping those in need, so
much more did he strive to serve
his fellow men once the heavy hand

ee

AT SEA

Far out at sea the sun is sailing—

among his contemporaries was that

A ship of fire in a sparkling sea.

he lived a doctrine that seemed,
after the vicious revolution, to be

Up, up it steals all red and
glowing,
Dripping with lustrous lambency.

were filled with hate, and mistrust,

and

bitterness.

Here

was

who was warm-hearted,
He

lived

the

—GEorGE

a man

open, sin-

exhortation

of

Bk

eee

SPAIN.

ewe
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WRONG

GUY

when Clyde said, “If my wife supported me, I would at least escort

her

Just read it.

Harvey Appleton drove his neat
little coupe in the gate of the radio
station. He reflected that tonight
would be the first time in fortyfour years of preaching the gospel
that he would be giving his message
to more than one hundred and
seventy-six people, which happened
to be the seating and standing capacity of his weathered church outValentine,

Wisconsin.

It had all come about suddenly.
He announced his retirement last
Sunday, a surprise to no one and
known by most, because of the increasing frequency of his heart going on a wild beating rampage and
leaving him sapped for hours. Sam
Allen, leader of the young people,
got together with some of the other
group leaders and they chipped in
and arranged this parting tribute to
Harvey so, as Sam put it, “A lot
of the Stay-Awayers could get a
taste of what they had been miss-

ing by not attending church.”
The withered little minister took
his sixty-eight years and one hundred and thirty-nine pounds up the
wide steps of Station WVS. He
glanced at his watch. “Seven-forty
p. m. On the air in twenty minutes,”
he murmured. “Funny, Hate is my
sermon but it is just the opposite
of hate that I feel for Sam and all
those

who

mothers,

fathers,

sniffled when

and

I told them

kids

of

my retirement.”
On the other side of town, a surly
young man sat hunched over his
drink at the bar. If Harvey Appleton could have known the hate, de-

sire for revenge, and murder, which
were present in Joe Turner’s mind,
he would not have been so complacent as he waited to give his
first radio message.

Joe Turner hated Clyde Martin
from the bottom of his guts. Clyde
had laughed in his face when Joe
told him to keep away from Milly.
He

had
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been

from

work

at night.”

prevented a brutal brawl. Milly had
cried.

@ By Joun R. Grirritu

side

home

Only the intervention of bystanders

further

humiliated

The blow-up came this afternoon

in the restaurant where Milly was
a waitress.

Milly was a good

wife

and Joe knew it. She hadn’t blamed
him for not working these past
two months. But Clyde was a handsome devil and had turned his
charms on Milly and persuaded her
to let him walk her home last night.
Joe was at the pool room and had
forgotten the time and that he was
supposed to meet Milly at ten.
Joe’s fogged brain throbbed and
seemed to shout, “Go kill him—go
kill him!” Joe slung a fiery double
shot of rot-gut down his burning
throat and lurched out the door.
His steps were guided by his hatecrazed brain. Suddenly, he stopped
before a lighted window on a dark
street. His hand clutched an open
knife. Martin was seated with his
back about two feet from the window, reading—apparently oblivious
to a man’s voice from the radio at
his side. Joe took a firm grip on his
weapon and started toward the object of his hate. He stopped in his
*

*

*

tracks at the question addressed to
him, “Are you convinced you hate

that man?” Joe’s mouth flew open
in drunken

bewilderment.

“Rather,

isn’t your hate against something
that

a person

thing you

has

done

or some-

foolishly conjecture he

has done? If you hate the man, you
are hating something of God’s crea-

tion. If you hate what he has done, |
you

are

hating

the

man’s

acts.

Man’s actions can be corrected,

they

are

human.

To

hate

for

is too

often to sin, because hate can be
misdirected, and the cause of it is

your own acts and thoughts, or the

acts and thoughts of another. Direct your anger toward those actions
them

He

and thoughts and
and their cause.

eliminate

Harvey Appleton drove slowly.
mentally -hoped that his last

sermon in some way had been of
benefit and had helped to erase an-

other evil. As he turned into his
driveway, he saw an inebriate stumbling along muttering, “Jusht in
time—almost bumped off wrong

guy. Acts ’n thots—guy I’m mad
at.”
As Harvey fitted his key in the
lock, he soliloquized, “That is one
fellow my broadcast couldn’t have
affected. Just who could Axon Otts
be, I wonder.”
*

*

*

THE VIRGIN’S LULLABY
A dream? Nor vague nor formless does it seem.
The gauzy-columned incense, breathing prayer,
Weaves of wondrous woof an image fair—
A Mother with Her Son Divine!

And from the unsubstantial, misty scheme
There gently steals the charming slumber-hymn
Which Mary softly hums. Fair Maid, ’tis thine
To lull the Infant God. . . God’s eyes to dim!
Although the strains are soft and lulling, lo!

They limn prophetic dreams: the scourge, the crown,
A

cross

.

. . a lurid blood-nill trickling down.

"Tis thus the Virgin’s lullabies
Cast somber shadows, mantling evening’s glow
With silhouettes of sadness. Yet the gloom
Is haloed: hymns that dimmed the Infant’s eyes
Are love’s caress when cold the clutch of His tomb.
—GEORGE

SPAIN.
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BIG DAN’S MASCOT

Suddenly the door flew open and
Sgt. Gillum stood there smiling

Yes, Joe really lost Dan.

ope. “Here it is, son—a big wind
just blew in from Texas.”

@ By FRANK THOROMAN

Joe’s face lit up with a happy
grin and he scrambled to his feet.
“Tet me open it, Sarg. I want to be
the one to open it but you'll read it
to me, won’t you, Sarg? I can't

BY BARBARA

ILLUSTRATION

@

MALCOLM

It was cold and raining but Joe
pulled his raincoat tighter and hud-

dled up by the railing of the small

porch.

broadly and waving a white envel-

The word had been passed

around camp that two big bags of

be a private first class. That is what

Big Dan was—a private first class
who had very little respect for the
army “brass”.
Joe idolized

Big Dan

and was

mail had just arrived from stateside
and Joe was waiting for Sgt. Gillum

proud to be Big Dan’s mascot. ‘They

hope that this time Big Dan’s let-

“Little G.I. Joe,” Dan

to finish sorting it, hoping against

fought

ter had arrived.

him. They always talked man-toman about everything that soldiers

Joe Bellet wasn’t his real name.
Joe couldn’t remember much about
his early life—home town, family

discuss, the army,

name,

relatives, age—all had been

forgotten in years of animal-lke terwas
ror and wild existence. He
years
judged to be around twelve
old, small for his age, with unruly
red hair and freckles. His mouth

was
laugh

and

drawn
much.

His

tense.

He

blue-green

together

and

shared alike.
often called

the war, women,

plans for the future. Joe’s head was
crammed

full

America;

some

of
real

the
and

magic
some

of
fan-

tastic ideas had been put there by
Big Dan. Dan had promised _ to

send for him and they were going
to live on a ranch in Texas.

eyes

including the Battle of the Bulge,
Wiere he was wounded.
Joe wore a cut-down army unl
form with Big Dan’s insignia, the
Croix de Guerre, three battle stars,
and

the

Purple

Heart.

He

could

have had any rank but he chose to
January, 1948

his
he

Gillum took the letter but
as
smile slowly disappeared

rapidly read it over to himself.
Joe’s grin faded and he asked,
“What’s the beef, Sarg? You can
tell me, cause

I can take it. Some-

thin’ gone haywire?”

Gillum couldn’t tell the boy all
of the thoughts that were racing

through his mind.

“Big

wind

is

right — Big Dan was the biggest
wind yet—breaking a kid’s heart
like this: “ ‘Forget me,’ he writes.

now

letters.

>

.

You'll

get along

be-

>?

“The

heel,”

thought Gillum,

as

he collected his thoughts and pushed them far back into his mind.

childhood happiness or affection. It

After that,

contents.

cause I taught you plenty. I can’t
help you now; so forget it—never
really intended to—you knew that
or anyhow you should know by

looked almost cruel and the lines in
his face indicated that this was no
ordinary boy. He was one of the
thousands of boys who, because of
the war, had been plunged from a
blackened infancy into premature
He had never known
manhood.

Big Dan couldn’t get rid of the litstuck like glue
tle fellow. He
through several major engagements,

bled as he carefully tore the envelope open and removed the precious

with

were sharp, piercing—at times they

battle rations with him.

His fingers trem-

‘The war is over. Stop pestering me

didn’t

was Big Dan Mitchell who had given him the name of Joe Bellet. Big
Dan found Joe, sick and filthy, in
a liberated death hole outside Calais. It was only natural for Big
Dan to stretch a helping hand; so
he cleaned Joe up and shared his

read American.”

He took a long, deep breath,
squared his shoulders and spoke to

Joe.
Joe knew

that Dan

hadn’t for-

gotten about him since the war was
over. He was just having a little
trouble making all the necessary arrangements. “Keep your shirt on,”
Dan had told him. “You'll hear
from me but it'll take time.” Therefore Joe remained patient, sweating
out every mail call and hanging on
to his dream of being a Texas rancher. He had been at the G.I. Mascot
Camp at Wartenberg, Germany, for
over a year now and in all that
time he had had no word from Big
Dan; not one answer to the many
letters that he had sent.

“I don’t know how to break

it to you, Joe, but you are a good
soldier and wouldn’t want me to
waste time just beating around the
bush; so here it is: The

letter isn’t

from Dan. It’s from Dan’s girl. She
says Dan died in an accident. He
talked about you all the time and
told her what a swell guy you are.
Before he passed on, Joe, he asked
her to tell you that he wants you to
stay on here in Europe where they
need swell fellows—grow up—study
—make something of yourself. That
is an

Joe.

order

from

Dan.

That’s

it,

That’s what the letter says.”
(Continued on Page 20)
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THE THREE
Who

KINGS

And

are these that travel so fast o’er the desert’s

meek

Sea Shore, and

swum

the

Whose camels’ bells are tinkling through the long and
starry night—
For they ride like men pursued, like the vanquished of
a fight?
Who

are these that ride so fast?

Who

They are eastern

three,

monarchs

have laid aside their crowns, and renounced

their

voices kind,

‘Their peoples’ tents, their native plains, they’ve left
them all behind.

‘The very least of faith’s dim rays beamed on them
from

afar,

And that same hour they rose from off their thrones to
track the star;

They cared not for the cruel scorn of those that called
them

and mild;

His little feet, with Mary’s leave, they pressed with

loving kiss—
Oh, what were thrones, or what were crowns, to
such a
joy as this?

One little sight of Jesus was enough for many years,

One look at Him their stay and staf in this dismal
vale
of tears;

Their people for that sight of Him

mad;

Messias’ Star was shining, and their royal hearts were
glad.

They taught His faith, they preached His word,
and
for Him they shed their blood.

Ah me! what broad daylight of faith our thankl
ess
souls receive,

How much we know of Jesus, and how easy
to believe;
“Tis the noonday of His sunshine, of His sun
that
setteth

and far,

And their hearts were pure, and heard a voice procla
im
Star;

And in its golden twinkling they saw more than
common

light,

The mother and the Child they saw in Bethlehem by
night!

And what were crowns, and what were thrones, to such

a light as that?
So straight away they left their tents, and bade not
grace to wait;
They hardly stop to slake their thirst at the desert’s
limpid springs,
Nor note how fair the laridscape is, how sweet the
skylark sings!
- Whole

cities have turned out to meet the royal
cavalcade,

Wise colleges and doctors all their wisdom have
displayed;
And when the star was dim, they knocked at Herod’s
palace gate,
And troubled with the news of faith his politic estate.
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never;

Faith gives us crowns, and makes us kings, and
our
kingdom

is forever!

Oh glory be to God on high for those Arabi
an kings,
The miracles of royal faith, with eastern offeri
ngs;
For Casper and for Melchoir and Balthazzar,
who
from afar,

Found Jesus, Mary, and Joseph by the shining
of a Star.
—GEorRGE

But a speck was in the midnight sky, uncertain, dim,
Messias’

they gallantly

withstood,

high degree;
‘The eyes they love, the hearts they prize, the wellknown

The Everlasting

They saw upon His mother’s lap, earth’s monarch

sandy road,

That have tracked the Red
torrents broad;

they have knelt in Bethlehem;
Child,

*

*

R. GAENSLEN.

*

ROCKY RILLS
Hearken to the merry gurgle!
See the irridescent spray
As the waters leap and tumble,
While they take their turn at play!
"Tis as though each tiny droplet
Sports its garb of tinted hue:
‘Tis as though they’re matching colors
Frisking gaily two by two.

Frothy sprays of snowy whiteness

Laver each old mossy stone.
Drops aglow with sunlit splendor,
Down they leap with joyous tone.
Lo! you pool of blithsome bubbles
Dancing o’er the glist’ning rocks!
See them

frolic—burst,

then

vanish

. . .

Gone the rainbows from their frocks!
Gone their garbs of sparkling radiance,
Till the sun bedights anew . . .
Clothes them with a borrowed brightness:
Robes of pink and purple hue.
—GEorRGE

SPAIN
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OIL FOR THE

LAMPS

OF MIDNIGHT

Students are burning it this month.
@ By Davin Carrican
At the end of my course in
American History, I decided I’d put
off long enough the task of preparing for the final exam. Being a

serious student of the subject, I was
confident I knew the material. I'd
come through my first semester so
far with no trouble, having participated actively in class discussions
and taking notes on all weak points.

Just the same, I had to be sure of
myself.
I changed to my robe and slippers, pushed aside a stack of back
copies of The Post and sat down at

my

desk. Tilting the lamp

shade

to the right position, I set to work
earnestly. My deep interest in the
subject allowed me to read the text
like a novel, and I had just as much
enjoyment from it. Even so, I had
to approach the job systematically;
to make a botch of my major
would put me in a most embarrassing position.
Several members of the class said
they thought the quiz was going to
be a snap, but others told me they
expected to find the going tough.
In my own case, I had to be ready.
Making good was imperative, in
spite of what anyone else thought
about his own chances.

The exam was scheduled for
eight o’clock the next morning, and
that

work.

called

for

I applied

a full

myself

evening

of

diligently,

my room. The rest of the building
was quiet and settled, as it might
not have been on any night other

than the eve of finals.
I was half way through the course
before I looked at my _ watch.
‘Twelve thirty. The group of questions I had chosen to dwell on lay
before me. I was using them to
test myself, the answers forming
themselves in my mind as I wrote
the questions.
The answers came surprisingly
easy, and I thought myself fortu-

nate in having such a deep interest
in the subject. Had I been reviewing economics or chemistry, the
work would have been far more
difficult and tedious.
Since the essay type exam was
the most universally used in the
school, I decided to work along
that line. A student of the subject
can always learn more from the
essay quiz, and I was out to learn
all I could. The exam could not
possibly be given along the objective or true-false pattern. The class
would give the instructor credit for
more sense than that. I wasn’t going to be under-prepared, so I
knuckled down to the second half
of the course.
A chilly
around the

draft found its way
window frame, and I

pulled my robe tighter around me.

hitting hardest at the weak points
I'd noted during classes. I outlined
the Colonial period and the Revolutionary War. The story of the nation’s founding flowed like fiction,
the lives of the characters becoming more and more real to me as
they paraded through the pages.

It was getting colder, and by morning the weather wouldn’t be conducive to piling out of bed for a
stiff exam in American History.
There were plenty of fellows and

I sipped a cup of black coffee to
ward off drowsiness, meanwhile

in spite of my feeling I had a spirit
of rivalry. I was anxious to see
what I knew in relation to the rest

heating another pot of my favorite
beverage on the hot plate I kept in
January, 1948

gitls in the class who

hated

At one-thirty I had the course
completely reviewed and settled in
my mind. I could write plausibly
on any phase of the subject covered. I shelved my textbook, downed
another cup of coffee, and turned
again to The Post. Modern fiction
was dull after reading the History
of America. Some day I would write
a history myself.
I remember fuming audibly the
next morning when the alarm went
off. The spring was nearly wound
down by the time I mustered

enough

wakefulness

to reach over

and turn it off. The day was still
black enough to be called night,
with just a faint hint of grey showing above the trees that stood outside my window.
Reluctantly, I climbed out of bed,
went to the lavatory and dashed
cold water on my face and neck.
What a morning to have to be intelligent! A cheerful, uninspiring
dawn
followed
slowly while
I
dressed and had a hasty breakfast.
‘There was no need to be in class
early. I’d done all the reviewing I
was going to do, and the facts of
the course were pretty well fastened
in my mind.

I crossed

the frigid campus

to

Recitation Hall and climbed the
steps wearily to the classroom.
Nearly all the group was there, sitting in alternate seats, ready to begin. ‘The bell sounded just as I
settled in my chair. I got up again,
took a neatly-typed, significant paper from my pocket and stepped to
the blackboard.
As I began writing the questions
from my paper, I was glad to see

my first semester drawing to a close.
All I had to do now was walk up
and down the room and let the
students of American
History—
serious or otherwise—do the sweating.

the

course, engineering
and _ science
majors who were taking it just for
credit. I felt sorry for them, but

of them.
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THIS YEAR OF OUR

WRIGHT

KLOPF
P. McHucu

LORD

This is a New Year, and we are beginning a new
semester of school which will be a much longer drawnout affair than the last semester. At this time it seems
reasonable to take account of the past so that we
may profit by the future. It is easy to say we are
going to take stock of our short-comings and start off
anew but before we know it there has been a slip and
the decline has started. A few changes have been made;
those that are easy or just waiting to be accomplished.
In this year of Our Lord we should try to make
it a year of Our Lord in our own personal behavior

so that others might be induced to follow our example
in overcoming their faults. It is much better to show
the Christian way of life through Christian living than
through dogmatic sermons. There is so much to be
done through earnest example and by throwing off
the barrier of superficiality.
We

...

have

a convenient

break

in the dull

routine

of our usual way of life. After a vacation, the big tests
are over, and we have had the chance to dwell close
to the life of Christ and now we are off on a clean,

clear year of Our Lord.
—SAMUEL

DEHarrt.

Rok
1948—-WHERE

DO

WE

GO

FROM

HERE?

That poses quite a question, one that cannot be
correctly answered until next year at this time. After
just turning in the old year for this new one we can
only ponder and dwell on the events which made up

the first month of 1948.

Aut SUTTMANN
PATRICIA SHRODER

JosEpH

Hiccrins

Minium

Moonry

Marjorie CRUTCHER

WILLIAM

FIrzpatrRIcK

Assured of the loyalty of the Army the little Alsatian
forced the Communist-inspired strikers back to work,
putting France on a working basis.

Unlike the events happening in France the rest of
Europe found itself deeper in the mire of Communist

obstruction

with only the hope of fast moving aid

from America.

.
In Greece the Communists set up their own government, a direct threat to the legal government of
that country. Not only a threat to that country but to
the peace and security of the Mediterranean area and
the rest of the world. Tension was also greater in the

‘Trieste area where a large contingent of Marines were
sent to reinforce our small garrison of infantrymen.

Widespread fighting was prevalent in Palestine
where retaliation measures were carried out with increasing frequency. ‘The State Department also reported
that a guard force of Marines was on its way there
to take positions at our Consul in that city.

In Japan, the War Crimes Trial of Tojo and his

twenty-four co-accused associates was brought to a foredrawn conclusion. In his opening statement he again
assumed full responsibility for plunging Japan into its
war of aggression but at the same time he repeated the
often heard charge that theirs was a war against the

economic inclosure of Asia.

Through this long and boring trial, Hideki Tojo
lost very little of his insolent behavior toward his
American captors. However, his wife, long in obscurity,
found the end very sad as tears came to her eyes when

Hideki

took

the stand.

American

Chief

Prosecutor

which startled or surprised most of the world. In this

Keenan found more and more sarcasm coming
the lips of already-condemned Tojo.

election the Communist Party of France received its
first slap in the face from the people they expected

Here in America, our Congress filed back into
their chambers with an air of icy partisanship prevalent.

To start things off the French staged an election

much support from. Robert Schuman, a little known
politician, sky-rocketed to fame by being named Premier. In keeping with his avowed hatred of Communism he ordered the Communists from the National Assembly until they were ready to cooperate with France.
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from

President ‘Truman was greeted with much of the same
when he appeared to deliver his State of the Union
message. It was the first time in many a year that the
air of opposition had been so obvious. On the one
hand the address was acclaimed as one to appease the

January, 1948

liberal left wing ot the party and

at the same

time

contained legislation that would hold the conservatives
in line. To those of the Democratic party it was the
first in the line of much

needed legislation to bring

this country and the world back to a normal peace
time living.

To some interpreters of the Administration’s policy

it seemed an outright bid for not only social legislation
but for a new domestic Truman Policy. It called for
a higher standard of living wage, controlled labor
policy, excess profit tax for corporations, a lowering
for low income groups of the income tax, a peace time
training bill and further aid for the distressed peoples

of the world.

It has been a full beginning for the first few weeks
of this New Year, filled with good and bad news and

once again giving us the chance to unite ourselves in
prayer and work for the Brotherhood of Nations under

the leadership of God.

—SAMUEL

ek
DESTRUCTION

DEHart.

oe
OR SURVIVAL?

A terrific blast rent the countryside. People rushed
from offices, factories, stores, homes.

Those nearer the

of
blast lay misshapen, still, never to know the origin
ts
remnan
the
their fate. A cloud-like mist settled over

of a once beautiful teeming metropolis. Citizens gaped

awestricken at the grim realization that Dayton had
been struck by guided atomic missiles! Panic spread!

In an effort to save themselves people flooded streets,

highways, all means of transportation. Total disorder
reigned throughout the city. The mist, with its lethal
dose of beta and gamma rays, graually descended upon
the frante mass of surviving humanity. Many escaped
only to perish later from the deadly radioactivity released by the bomb. The radios blared forth with the

announcement that enemy air borne troops were mov-

ing from the Middletown area toward the city.
You say impossible, fantastic, utopian!
No! It’s possible and can happen. Leading mili-

tarists have visioned and described this type of light-

ning warfare for impendng World War III unless we

rise united as a combatible force to avert such a catastrophe. There is no defense against an atomic warfare
except one of political defense. Let’s get off the road

to war, do away with that old Roman maxim, “If you

wish peace, prepare for war.”

Place the sword in the

scabbard and take up the olive brarich of peace. You
might ask, “What can insignificant individuals such as
we do?”
We're not insignificant. We're the answer. We,
and millions like us, are the only solution to a lasting
January,

1948

would peace. Right now on the campus an active
group is being organized, “The Student Division of
United World Federalists”. It will be an integral
part of United World Federalists, helping to shape
the policy and plan action of this American organization for world government. ‘There are one hundred and fifty-nine such chapters recently organized
in colleges and high schools in thirty-two states.
United World Federalists aim to strengthen the
United Nations Organization into a federal world
government with limited powers adequate to prevent
war. It seeks to do this by the creation of a world
assembly, a world judiciary, and a world police force
—three bodies which could maintain peace in the
world because they would have the power to do so.
Many students in other colleges have gone all
out upon realizing the graveness of our world’s present
condition. We think that the students at the University of Dayton could field an equally representative
team.

If for

no

other

reason,

make

it a democratic

obligation to be at the next meeting. Come and judge
for yourself. You'll find it worth your time. Everybody is welcome.
—Wi111L1AM BropBECk.
*

*

THIS AND

*
THAT

The Junior Prom is scheduled for Friday, February
6, at Lakeside. Buddy Moreno’s orchestra will play;
the style is semi-formal and the sad news is three and
six bits.
. When you ‘read this you will be in the
throes of the exams. The best of good luck to all of us.
Hope you will be able to arrange a neat schedule for
the next semester . . . Next semester! That means
the long last mile for all of us seniors. I don’t like to
see the end coming. It is too nice here at old U. of D.
to think of leaving. But we must pull out and make
some room for the freshmen coming in September.
. . . Have you been down to the coliseum to see any
of the basketball games? We have quite a team and
don’t let the season get by without seeing one or more
of the games. Your voice in the cheering section will

help to swell the volume . . . We heard some pleasant
comments about the Christmas issue of the Exponent.
After struggling for days and days to get it out on
time it is encouraging to know that some of our readers appreciate our efforts. Don’t forget! The Exponent
is the students’ publication and if you want to break into
print write a story or an essay, preferably humorous,
or a bit of verse or a letter to the editor and drop it in
the campus post office with “The Exponent” on the
envelope. We would like to hear from more of the
men students. Don’t gripe about the Exponent. Write
and help us to improve it as the issues come off the

press. We really will appreciate your contribution.
—Eprror.
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WOMEN’S

WHAT'S

HAPPENING

IN EDUCATION?

What is education and what is its purpose? Before

attempting to discuss any phase of education, one
must understand the etymology of the word “education”, which in turn, indicates its purpose. The word
“education”

is derived

from

two

Latin

words,

ex-out

from, and ducere-to lead out. In other words, education is actually an instrumental means of drawing out
the best in man’s personality, and tends to develop his
intellectual and manual abilities. Education aids the
human

being to think,

to understand,

and

to decide;

and never before have we been more in need of such
qualifications.

We have often heard the remark: “Education
begins in the home.” How true is this statement! The
training which a child receives in his home remains
with him throughout life, and influences his ideas immeasurably. Parenthood is a job which carries with it
many responsibilities toward children. They must be
provided with food, clothing, and shelter—the essential
material things. These may or may not be difficult
to procure, but they are far easier to supply than are
the non-material things that children have a right to
expect. What are these non-material things? Love and

affection; proper discipline; feelings of security; train-

ing in self-assurance and self-sufficiency; opportunity
for growth in intellectual and social competency; training in honesty, truthfulness, and understanding of
others; and last, but most important is a sound moral
instruction. The parents, as the first teachers, must

exemplify what they preach in these regards, for children live close to reality. After the child attends

school,

the parents

still have

the responsibility

of

cooperating with the teachers in the process of educat-

ing their children.

The school, however, begins the

systematic training of an individual along definite lines
from kindergarten through college. The advantages
are very great for a zealous student in the United

States. Do the majority of the American people, however, value the education of their children and youth

with esteem.

Almost certainly the answer is no.

cording to statistics from the June
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National Parent-Teacher magazine, the American people spent some seven billion dollars for liquor in 1945.
In the same year the national expenditure for public
education, from kindergarten through college, was between two and two and one-half and three billion
dollars. This fact of comparative expenditures points
to a curious and dangerous mental characteristic of
perhaps the majority of Americans. They like to spend
money for some tangible commodity, and fail to recognize the necessity of education in our age of rapid
historical transformation. From the past few years,
the low wages paid to teachers have discouraged many
students from following a career in education. As a
result, unqualified teachers were employed to meet the
urgent demand, and the educational standards suffered
considerably. Since 1947, such conditions have been
greatly improved as a result of the teachers’ strikes
which helped to boost their salaries. The situation
remains critical, however, as is evidenced by the nationwide shortage of fully qualified teachers.
Our principal task is the training of youth for
citizenship and leadership in a democratic society in
a new world. ‘Today, in a world torn by petty disturbances, by quarreling political factions, by moral disintegration, by hunger and lack of clothing and shelter
—and worst of all—threatened by the diabolical agents
or Communism,

we need citizens who have broad per:

spective, a critical and constructive approach to life,
standards of value by which man can live nobly, a deep

sense of responsibility for the welfare of their fellows,

and who are motivated to action in the cause of individual

freedom,

social

justice,

and _ international

peace. ‘These objectives can best be accomplished by
schools whose programs take into account individual
differences, both intellectual and emotional, which
provide adequate vocational guidance, and religious
training, and which rest upon carefully integrated
courses to give the student a balanced education.

“Perhaps the most tremendous task before higher
education

human

is to seek

out

beings that calm

which our Western

means

of restoring

between

and confident relationship

culture has lost, is losing, and will
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continue to lose until psychologist and physician, sociologist and anthropologist, by combining their studies, can perhaps restore this faith to Western Man.”
This statement was recently made by Howard Mumford Jones in his book, “Education and World
tragedy”. Extra-curricular activities have greater educational value than many persons realize. The community also has an abundance of opportunities for the
student to delve in problems of an economic, political
and sociological nature. Such activity helps to orientate his thinking, and to give him a sense of responsibility which he would not derive from all the books
in the world. We must always remember that man
is a social being, and educated men particularly have
a heavy responsibilty to society. The present educatonal system often stresses the individual’s intellectual
life, while neglecting his participation in the work-aday

world.

The

student,

however,

receives

from

his

education just what he puts into it, and no more. The
achievement of an education is a source of immeasurable self-satisfaction, for it enables one to appreciate
the beauty of the universe and the higher things in
life, which are beyond the scope of the uneducated.
Too many of our students today are disinterested in
school because they have been “sent” by their parents,
and fail to recognize their privilege in receiving an
education. The gift of an education is invaluable like
one’s religious faith, for they are both immaterial, and
are therefore greater assets to the indivdual than the
most costly material possession. The student, there-

JUSTIFICATION
Who

shall

find

OF HOME
a

valiant

woman loves her husband
is a good
housewife,
is

manages

cleverly, handles

ECONOMICS

woman?

The

valiant

and merits his trust; she
prudent
and
industrious,

the spindle,

scissors, she possesses wisdom,
actions and in her words, and

the needle and

is charitable in her
fears God; there is

also bestowed upon her the praise of her children and
of her husband.
—Lesson

We,

the Women

of tomorrow!

A

from

the

Students,

Book

of Wisdom.

are the homemakers

lot is contained in these words.

a house, but to establish a “home”

children.

for a husband

is the heart of the home. In building a true abode,
she needs to know how to keep that home properly.
She needs to know how to cook, to sew, and to decor-

ate the home, not always up to the latest style, but in
a manner which is neat and attractive. But the domestic skills such as cooking and sewing no longer consume so large a part of the time devoted to home
economics because of the changed idea of what the
home really means. Family relationships, child care,
home furnishings, and economics of buying are names

frequently applied to the tasks of the homemaker.
We, here at the University, have home

courses open

economics

to all students—not only to those who

fore, must realize his purpose in school, and then direct

are majoring in that field.

business education, have twelve credits in Home

students must prepare today for tomorrow’s task, be-

—Mary

Jo Hutu.

STR
SQUARE

It is interesting to watch an organization grow. It
is especially interesting when the organization displays its accomplishments to the satisfaction and pleas-

Such a group is the Univer-

sity Players.
Last year they entertained us with “The Song of
Bernadette” and “The Miser.” We had a hilarious

time at “The Male Animal’—their first play of this
season.

Now

they are about to present another well-

known play: “Berkeley Square.”

It had a long Broad-

way run; it was produced by Hollywood; and it is still

a standard presentation of stock companies and summer theaters. Don’t miss “Berkeley Square.”
You'll enjoy it!
January,
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I, although majoring in
Eco-

nomics including one sewing course, two foods courses,
and home management. In the latter class details
about china, silver, and glassware are taught. To any
.future wife and mother, this knowledge is invaluable.
After a hard day’s work a husband likes to come

home to a neat, well-kept house and a good meal.

BERKELEY

ure of the student body.

and

The wife although subject to the husband

his study toward his particular goal in life—and certainly each one of us has a job to perform. We college
cause the youth of today are our future citizens. Just
- as today is yesterday’s pupil, tomorrow is today’s pupil.

As

homemakers we have responsibilities, not only toward

If

Mary is constantly opening cans of this and that, Jack
can not be expected to have the same anticipation as

Jim whose wife makes dainties and “favorite” dishes.
Sometimes the proper respect is not shown mothers. ‘Time and time again you hear the remarks: “Oh,
I’m just a housewife!’ Motherhood is a role that is
to be honored, admired, and respected. It is not a
forty or forty-eight hour a week job, but one which
exists every minute of the day.
Home economics is definitely a force of good, not
just in the home and nation, but in the world at large.
As future wives and mothers, we must know how to
fulfill our role as homemakers, so that our “homes”

will be built on rock and not sand!
—Mary

ELLEN

REINHARD.
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RENDEZVOUS

WITH

of

DESTRUCTION

the

difficulty.

His

proved their validity:
mythical gun.

methods

he built the

The doctor tries inventing.

Slaving six to eight hours each
night after his regular stint, he

@

utilized the giant, newly construct-

By Epwarp

D. KENNEDY

ed

@ ILLUSTRATION BY JEANNETTE BARLOW

The sole major development

to

grow out of the atomic bomb never
had a public demonstration. After
a very short life it died—suddenly.
Although its potentiality for personalized killing was infinitely
greater than that of The Bomb,

never a single life did it exact.

built it. And with his amazing creation he died.
The doctor was a little man, appearing in his laboratory as the
movies might depict a great scientist. When
speaking he peered
quizzically over the rims of his
glasses, swaying gently with the
cadence of his words. Frail as a
blade of grass he seemed. His hands
fluttered constantly, without apreason,

as the

leaves

of an

aspen shiver on a breathless day.
Yet his mind was considered the
most prolific in the world. By this
token,

if the doctor had

was that he
of his mental
it without
shrill voice,
brains which
search, “How

was very
stature.
reserve,
to even
assisted
am I

a fault it

much aware
He expressed
crying in a
the gigantic
in atomic reto work with

such doddering fools? You are fools!
You cannot comprehend!”
Thus,

should

it

was

develop

natural

that

this instrument

That there was no radiation effect
present he attributed entirely to the
efficacy of prayer.
The gun he finally produced was
compact

and

handy,

on the order

of the Army’s .45. The handle was

Dr. Aloysius Hartz dreamed of
the instrument and by sheer genius

parent

before the problem of containing
the energy. Only lead, of a thick-

he

of

destruction without assistance.

detonator,

an

off-shoot

of

the

cyclatron, to fabricate an isotope of
lead from the basic electrical particles of matter.

This hybrid magnified the qualities of lead by the 10” power: a
thin sheet of it easily dammed the
terrific energy of a miniature atomic

pile running
control.

completely

out

of

Here it should be said for Dr.

thicker—built to curb the atomic
maelstrom raging silently within
the leaden walls. There was a trig-

Hartz that he was a brave man for
he deliberately used himself in the

ger

tope’s capabilities.

to

actuate

a plug,

drawing

it

forward through the barrel to allow a controlled flow of energy.
The extent to which it could be
drawn was governed by a little
knob on the side. The gun’s range

was determined by the distance of
the plug’s travel.
The little scientist tested it at
night, burning down trees mostly,
causing grave concern among the
ness

measured

in

feet,

could

do

that. Consequently, no such gun
was thought probable in our time.
Dr. Hartz, however, was not one
to dally with the fringes of a prob-

lem; he drove straight to the heart

experiment

to determine

the iso-

Prayer saw him through; Dr.
Hartz was devoutly religious, striking an off-key note among his

brethren

who

were scientific

ma-

chines and had long since left behind in their remote youth all ves-

tiges of theological concern.
The

doctor

prayed

throughout

that vitally determining experiment.
When it was finished he checked

his body with a Gieger counter.
nearby residents who reported freak
lightning on clear nights.
These trial runs were always concluded with a prayer; the doctor believed he had finally won complete
immunity for his country and, with
it, peace-by-threat for the world.
The
Hartz

first bomb
stood

struck

as Dr.

in his lab one

night,

a week after the first test, mulling
over production problems.
Logically, the largest most important research center in the coun-

His invention was a ray-gun, diabolic in its practicality.

try was hit first. In one blow the

Working at night when the laboratory was empty, he devised the

were wiped out.

method of concentrating released
atomic energy into a narrow sear-

two days. Not that the beleaguered

ing needle

of heat.

This

in itself

was no great stride: the possibility
had caught the fancy of others before Dr. Hartz but all had bowed
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vast

works,

and

the

majority

the country’s high-powered

of

brains,

The rain of bombs continued for
nation didn’t retaliate. Radar quickly detected

their

direction

and

re-

ciprocal rocket-bombs with atomic
(Continued

on Page

23)
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Bradley announces

BOOKS...
- by Marimartha
OUR

PURPOSE

Favorite

IN READING

What is our true purpose in reading? Is it to relax, educate ourselves
in matters

of business

or life, or is

it to help us accomplish our final
aim in life?

I am convinced that we should

read in order to bring our life on
this earth into a closer union with
God and to help us to be with God
when our sojourn in this world is

izing the
ing with
for War
name of

natural foil for the development of
the

theme.

tackle that not only as a scientist
but as a citizen. What I dislike
about the present set-up is not so
much that the powers-that-be want
us to make bombs, but that they
don’t seem to want us to do any-

THE

Unless I am mistaken we are to
work and learn in this world to pre-

pare

for eternity.

ourselves

‘That

you can do this in the manner in
which you select your reading material is evident. You can either select literature which prepares your
mind and heart for God, or you can
pay small installments on a oneway ticket to hell.
I don’t mean

By this

that you

must read only liturgical or spiritual

re-

“That is

is war itself, and the scientist should

Some of you may disagree with
me when I say that we do not read

purpose is in educating yourself.

a conversation

why I say, Frank, the real problem

thing else.”

sponse to this I ask you what your

In

peated by Brad to Jane:

over.

just to obtain an education. In re-

without moral-

question we are all askbated breath, “Is Science
or Peace?” A man by the
Frank Sanstron was the

MAN

WHO

GOT

EVEN

by M. Raymond, O. C. S. O.
Here is a fascinating story which
sets out to prove that an American
cowboy can be a real contemplative,
and a fiery southerner a_ sterling
Trappist. And prove its point this
book certainly does, in a fashion

more than merely interesting. ‘This
book is an “irresistible”. You'll want
to read it through in one sitting.
But you'll want to return to it time
and time again. For it is not just
another “life”. It is a volume

fraught

with

vigorous,

refreshing

spirituality. It is one of the few
spiritual books worthy of unconditional recommendation.—There 1s

In closing I stress again the fact

Extension that tells a Presbyterian
minister's
experiences
during
a
week-end spent at the ‘Trappist
Monastery at Gethsemanai Abbey

not destructive.

SO

This book tells the story of five
years of wandering across the continent, and throughout its pages the
gentle spirit and keen perceptions
of the author are constantly manifest. It combines autobiography
with topical comment. With a
simple approach Pyle at times becomes impressive in his descriptive
passages, but he seems most at
home when writing about people—
the odd types which he seemed to
find in every state he visited.
PRINCE

in Kentucky.

by Samuel Shellabarger
A romantic novel of the Renais-

sance period in Italy, particularly of
the years during which Cesare Bor-

gia rose to power and fell. At. the
beginning

This is the story of two real Americans brought up in the atmosphere

of American freedom in the sense

of Washington and Lincoln, and of

so many unnamed people in our
Democracy, who have secured happiness through the highest type of
January,

1948

Dr.

the

tale,

the

chief

a soldier of fortune,

is a

protege of the Borgias. Andrea Orsini falls in love with one of the
Cesare’s intended victims. changes
sides, and eventually defeats his
master’s purposes in one small city
state in Italy.
NOT

SO

WILD

A DREAM

by Eric Sevareid
This

is an

intellectual,

brilliant

dissertation on Man, highlighted by

a passionate search for truth and decent living—For down to earth reasoning,

plus

a vision

of

the

stars,

Sevareid deserves praise for an unusually fine book.

FRANKLY

by James F. Byres

by James Hilton

development.

of

character,

STRANGE

personal

OF FOXES

SPEAKING

REVIEWS
NOTHING

an article in the October edition of

COUNTRY

by Ernie Pyle

WITH GOD

works. There is nothing wrong with
“Whodunits” or romantic novels
as long as they are not destructive
to moral principles.

that we should not forget our main
purposein life as well as in reading.
Be constructive about what you read

HOME

Mark

The inside story of what went on
in the Government during Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s term as President. Many of the
things
he
thought
and said are revealed
through this book. It deserves to be
read as it offers the American public
a

positive,

program

constructive,

practical

for the crucial days that

lie ahead.
Page 17

A LITERARY

IMMORTAL

“Go on...

(Continued from Page 6)
by life and the discomfort and pain
that it had held for him. Poor Francis! His life seemed so void of all
the things that spell happiness for
a normal human being.
Francis’ life and poetic career
were cut short at the age of fortyeight, as a result of the dread

opium. But even in his short lifetime he bequeathed to each and
every one of us the priceless wealth
of his poetry. It is to the Meynells
that we owe our gratitude for sav-

ing

Francis

Thompson

streets of London

and

from

the

for helping

to make him what he is today—a
literary immortal.

tell me more.”

“Well there’s not much to tell.
Being polite is something no insti-

tution can teach. It’s something inside one. Culture . . . some call it.
But its not acquired by ‘learning’
nor with education. Its that indescribable something . . . like seeing
Nature’s beauties
... a_ glowing
sun-set, hearing a bird’s mating song
to her master . . . It stamps one,
wordlessly. For instance, showing
respect to those. older, by giving
one’s seat on a bus . . assisting
another .. . respecting the rights
of others. ‘Treating public places as
one’s own ... by not dropping
papers . . . cigarette butts on the
floor, you would not do so in your
own home, so why away? It’s not

aoe

| BEG YOUR

PARDON

“T said, I beg your pardon.”
“Oh ... Smart Guy .. . hugh?”

“No, just force of habit.”
“T beg your pardon.”
...

“90 Long.

.:; Pal”

—ADELAIDE

xk
MY

M.

Forp.

ee
DAD

There was a time, not long ago,
When I would
school
To see my Dad;

I'd find him
A

holding

hurry

home

waiting, always

some

old

from

so,

faithful

tool

And pipe he had.

Dad could eat them
ease

all with
to Boston

And Schnitzel dogs.

“Sounds nice . . . what fer?”

“For bumping into you.”
“Hump

... Plenty

done

that

fore... «= never acts me- pa -.°<..
pardon for. Kinda like it. Do it

again ... er say it again.”
“Surely . . . I beg your pardon.”
“School larnin?”
“No ... not quite.
force of habit I think.”
it.

Leave

As I

said,

I tell the kids

blocking the stairs, nor street
ners when greeting others . . .
giving full vent to lung power
street or bus . . . it’s protecting
ear-drum

of others, and

cornor
on
the

their sensi-

bilities.”
“Jeepers. Sounds K. O. Gon.”
“Well, Friend ... there’s not
much more to ‘go on’! Some of us
still ‘respect’ a lady. We give her
our seat in a bus .. . though the

School larn

war and some ladies did away with

“No ... I don’t think so. Just

it is appreciated .. . and I know
from experience it imparts a feeling
of pleasure in knowing one does the

. . whereidju get it?
yo... musta.”
grew up with it.”
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“Tanks. Pll tink on it. So long.
ee Pale

From French mushrooms
beans

pardon.”

“Like

...
as it

were. But here comes my bus.”

My

Whaju

“Just what I said . . . I beg your

_

of

apart

When Mother tried out recipes
She’d come across in magazines
Or catalogs,

“Hump ... Whatzat yu said?”
thought

him

He’d name aloud
Each bush, and shrub, and herb,
and tree;
All nature seemed to fit his moods,
Irom earth to cloud.

“Hugh?”

I

It just sort
Sets

one.

My Dad was quite a guy to me;
We'd hunt and fish, and in the
woods

“I beg your pardon.”

“What
mean?”

right thing.
stamps

that

courtesy.

But

my

Mater

says

Tonight, a wrinkled photograph
Of Dad

lies near me on

the stand;

My eyes grow dim
With tears, I cannot hear his laugh
Or see his face, or touch his hand;
I long for him.
There
When.
and
Were

was a time, just yesterday,
bush, and shrub, and herb,
tree
emerald clad.

The wind that took the green away
Stopped by tonight, took him from
me;

I miss my Dad.
—RayMOND

W.

Tosias.
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Student Essays...
THEY

LET

US

got was an emphatic “I don’t know”

DOWN

until an official order received from
In the army there is an abstract
word used almost indiscriminately.

It is the word “promise.” From the
time you are in the army to the day
of the discharge, you are granted

many favorable promises as rewards
of merit,

but

to your

disappoint-

ment you don’t always receive the
fulfillments. Of course there are always the usual alibis to go along
with it, as, “The headquarters did

not approve the action,” or “You
just missed the deadline for promotion,” but whatever the reason that

may be given, such an effect is det-

rimental to the morale of the soldier, and the army should assume
responsibility for its actions.

In June, 1945, three hundred boys
of Japanese ancestry, including myself, were

Due

to

inducted

our

into

linguistic

the

army.

ability

we

were sent to the military intelligence
school with the assurance that our
benefits would be unlimited and

that

our stripes

would

be issued

Washington stated that all promotions were to be held up until further orders.
This statement nearly shattered
our morale and the many sacrifices
and efforts we had put in our work
were in vain. We were subjected to
twelve hours of intensive training
daily for six days a week. The language was difficult and we had to
exert ourselves to the utmost before
we could consider ourselves linguists.
Nevertheless we
completed
our
training in a year, yet, amidst the

colorful graduation and very excellent speeches we remained sad privates.

The time came for overseas ship-

ment to Japan and we were considered vital cogs in the operation
of American

occupational

policies.

In Japan, our services were demanded everywhere in translating and interpreting works and consequently

we were exposed to many sleepless

brought a flashing grin of satisfac-

nights as the occasions demanded.
The nature of our work made it a

tion to every face and the entire
group volunteered as a unit.

high-ranking officers who had great

every four months. This statement

We were immediately sent to
Texas and after three months of
gruelling “basic” under the scorching heat, we were shipped to Minne-

sota to complete the task we were
sent out for. There we substituted
pencils and books for guns and bullets. For four months we plunged
into the books with determined

vigor. The time came for our anticipated first stripe that we thought
we had merited. It did not come.
The fifth month came and still no
sign of a promotion list was in evi-

dence. The boys became restless
and began questioning the superiors
for the breach
January,
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of promise.

All we

top secret and we worked

among

admiration and respect for us. They
swore to their last breath that promotion

recommendations

were

in,

and it would be a matter of a few
days before we could claim the
stripes. Our hopes brightened for
the first time. Days and weeks and
months dragged by but the day
never came.

At the end of our army service
we were issued honorable discharge
papers for having served efficiently
in. the defense of the country. Yes,

we

were

glad

to have

served

our

nation, but the army had let down
three hundred privates.
—Ronatp

ASATO

CITIZENS

OF TOMORROW

The world today is in a deplorable state. This is evident from the
threat of Communism, which is

spreading so rapidly throughout the
world. The family is slowly disintegrating. It is no longer thought of
as something holy. Universities and
colleges throughout the
United
States are no longer Christian. We
are citizens of this world. What are

we going to do to become leaders
in a New

Christian Order?

Soon, many of us will reach the
age of twenty-one. Then we will
become active participants in our
government. If we do not appreciate the importance of this privilege, if we do not exercise it and
exercise it wisely, it will be lost and
the age-old cycle of confusion and
suffering will envelop us again.

There is always the danger that
we shall think of our citizenship
too narrowly, that we shall fail to

realize its relationship to our life as
a whole. When we think of our
citizenship we are likely to think
of voting, or of serving on the jury,
or of our services as public officers,

or of the possibility of being drafted

into the army to serve as soldiers.
These are the specific tasks of the
citizens and each is of the highest

importance, but behind them stands
life itself, the art of living, making
life good and beautiful, free and

worthy of the human dignity which
is ours by God’s design.
We cannot separate our citizenship and the exercise of our civic
duties from the rest of our life.
Our

aspirations,

interests,

ideals,

tastes, and habits influence the performance of our civic duties. If we

are dishonest in our thinking and
indifferent
others,

these

to

the

well

qualities

will

being

of

degrade
Page
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the public life. The world today
needs us at our best and we should
have such qualities as: a determination to earn our own way in the
world by useful service; a personal
interest in human welfare that seizes
every opportunity to help others
improve their lives; a deep concern
for a good Christian government
combined with study and action.

and

him of your best, sound the harp,
sing lustily. ... the whole earth
overflows with the Lord’s goodness.
It was the Lord’s word that made
the heavens, the breath of his lips
that peopled them ... Let the

law and order. Public sentiment
must be voiced on behalf of social
justice. Ideas of mutual respect for

charity

must

be

de-

veloped. We should strive to have
a new world where all governments
provide for the common good, in-

sure the practice of social justice
and Christian charity to all citizens
and recognize the dignity of each
human being.
The late Franklin Delano Roosevelt once said, “We now face the
enormous and complex problems of
building with our Allies a strong

world structure of peace.”
shall be standing before a mighty
bar of judgment—the judgment of
all those who have fought and died
in the war—the judgment of genera-

tions yet unborn—the
ment of God.
—Rosert

very

judg-

STACHLER

oe
WHY

SO

After the many months of campaigning for the occupancy

of the

Presidential chair, my Party and I
tonight have reaped
those dogged labors.

the

fruit

of

It is a time of rejoicing. And too,
it is a time for sincere religious and
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—TuHoMAS
*

has chosen out to be his!
heaven,

Looking

he watches

man’s

all

nature,

Without

geant’s hand and as it fell from the
porch the rain pounded at it, blur-

ting the ink and washing away the
ugly words that would have hurt
Joe much more than the lie that
Gillum had invented.

I

but in your

authority

I did

The letter slipped from the ser-

Now, as never bealmost impossible

task before me ...
holy name we trust.

of our best soldiers

Kolmar Pocket. That’s what has
happened to you, Joe. You've lost
a buddy, same as I did. Go ahead.
I'll understand.”

the

and

Bellet,” said the sar-

myself when I lost a buddy at the

and

you,

Congress,

“It’s O.K.,

geant, “many

have shed a few quiet tears.

Yes, Lord, our confidence is com-

' All power and

MASCOT

Joe brushed away a tear and swal-

weighs the actions of each. There
is no protection for kings in thronging armies, for warriors in abundant prowess; . . . Patiently we wait
for the Lord’s help; he is our
strength and our shield; in him our
hearts find contentment, in his holy

can do nothing.
fore, I see an

CorRBETT.

lowed hard.

whole world in view; he has fash-

Nations,

President

(Continued from Page 9)

“Blessed the nation that calls the

pletely in you.

us,

*

BIG DAN’S

Lord its own God, the people he

each

rest on

—The

does not swerve.

United

Citizens in Christ:

let thy mercy

Thank you, my citizens. And may

tion’s purposes come to nothing, a
people’s designs are thwarted; his
own designs stand firm forever; generation after generation, his will

ioned

and

God be with you always.

fidence in thee.”

1948

Redeemer

swerve.”

“Lord,

rest upon us. Who put all our con-

U. S. Presidential Election Speech

Lord.

Creator,

who put all our confidence in thee.”

name we trust. Lord, let thy mercy

UNCOMFORTABLY
FUNNY?

our

not

mankind, his dwelling place has the

In realizing this historic task we

one.

joyful
He is

and their frame was fashion-

from

God

administra-

So let us rejoice! Raise
hearts with thanks to God.

At the Lord’s bidding, a na-

down

our

ation after generation, his will does

let all the inhabitants of the world
stand in awe of him; he spoke, and
they were made, he gave his com-

ed.

prayers,

In him is our hope! “Let the whole
earth hold the Lord in dread, “for
at the Lord’s bidding, a nation’s
purposes come to nothing, a people’s designs are thwarted; his own
designs stand firm for ever; gener-

whole earth hold the Lord in dread,

mand,

the help of Almighty

your

tion will be a successful

souls, in the
it is yours to

him with a harp of ten strings. For

must in some way be brought under

dignity and

“Triumph,
just
Lord; true hearts,

transportation.

customs, and languages see more of
each other. Trade interests cross and
often conflict. These wider interests

and

ica.

closer

Races with different ideals, religious,

With

tonight as I stand—leader of the
gallant citizens of Christian Amer-

modern

The world is being drawn
communication

pattering with the beat of my pulse

praise him. Give thanks to the
Lord with music of the viol, praise
him let a new song be sung; give

and closer together by

I will bring to fruition the major
tenets of my Party’s platform.

political reflection. The inspired
words of Psalm 32 are continually

come

from the Lord through you citizens.

Gillum held his breath as Joe
made a desperate effort to recover
the letter but Joe was too late. It
was beyond ever reading again.

Gillum gave a sigh of relief. “Well,
soldier,” said Gillum, “You have orders to carry out and I have to fin-

ish sorting the mail. Come around

You have elected me by your own

tomorrow

will, because you are confident that

bull

and

we'll

have a

little

session.”

January, 1948
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When a dad who’s been

like a brother really becomes one,
tell him yourself —by telephone!
College is full of such big moments,
which the folks back home love
to share. One way of sharing those
happy times is by long distance.
Your family really feels “in” on
your college career when you
make calling home a weekly habit.
It’s easier and more satisfying than just
letter writing and cheap, too.

“Wee Fraternity
:
Brothers,
Dad /
Big news
forso little money
See inside front cover of

directory for typical rates

THE

OHIO

BELL

TELEPHONE

COMPANY

XAMPUS AUTEWAS
Another

issue,

another

verse.

And

all the time it keeps getting
worse.
Maybe in this column it’s out of
place,
But anyway, it takes up space.

New Year’s Eve may have found
some people, but it lost Ted Lienesch. At a raring old party given by
same, his parents came home rather
late from their own party to see
several assorted couples—and no
son. It turned out that he was at
Jo Murphy’s house.—Need a_bar-

tender? Call on Gracie Luther for
special super-duper Manhattans.—
And then there was the incident of
Jack Ryan’s lovingly dropping an
ice cube down the back of Lucy
Breidenbach. From recent reports,
we hear it went over like a lead
balloon.
The
athletically
inclined
gals
started out the Leap Year right
with a WAA dance. It was held
January 10. From the names on the
lil’ snow

balls,

we

found

that

the

Frannys
(Quinn and Dershem),
Bud Fleischman and Nancy Bourquin, Bud Jansen and Lu Economides, Joe Ducey and his steady,
Penny, Jo Culbertson and Tom
Middleton, Marryann Roll and Connie, and Ann Davis and Vince were

squad claims this isn’t really their
meat, they are continuously wishing

new struggling engineers. His little
gal whom he loves very much

themselves good luck. Well, good
luck.—There are four new diamond

(natch), his fiancee, Dorothy, to
be exact, lives in the far off coun-

rings dazzling the eyes of the gals
in the women’s lounge, and the
gorgeous rocks belong to Charlotte
Shearer, Betty Custenborder, Charlotte Stout, and Patty Shroder. The
two Charlottes are sporting solitaires
set in yellow gold, while Pattie’s is
set in platinum. Congratulations to
the lucky guys.

try of Minnesota to which she journeyed to spend the gala Christmas
Day leaving our hero at home. The
plans were though that she would
be back to break in the New Year
with Marvin, but fate stepped in in
the form of pneumonia and she may

Remember the sighs and the wishful thinkings that echoed down the
halls all last year and the first part
of this??? ‘They went something like
this: “If only we had a common

lounge,” “there is just no place to
go between classes,” “How are we
supposed to meet the fair members
of the opposite sex,” “This school
is just old-fashioned, every other

school has a common lounge,” and
the
So-o
gets
huge
and

mutterings went on and on.
what happens. The Alma Mater
busy and builds us a positively
lounge equipped with tables
chairs with purty red cushions,

ping

pong

tables

balls,

pool

tables also

without

as yet

without

as

yet balls (but give people time,
© won't ya?), and with all the comforts of any bridge table, but is the

noon at the Heid.

place seething with happy, thankful
students????, What do you think??

Why does Earl Matre call Gil
Stovicek “sir”? Have anything to do
with bowling?—If you want a date

can’t

for the Prom, just call on our man,

around

there. More fun than Saturday after-

Hank Ferrazza. He’s running a date

bureau

of sorts—We

noted

Meanwhile, up in the women’s
lounge there still can be heard the
wails of the “Les unfortunates” who
understand

here

why

don’t

the

ask

fellows

for more

dates (how can they when you gals

that

are holing in up there like catapil-

John Hogan sent Christmas cards
with the names printed on them
of John and Mary, which won’t be
Mr. and Mrs. ’til next spring. Must

lers in their cocoons?), and the
guys keep right on holding up the
walls down in the Arcade. Some one
ought to send this little incident

be anxious. Can’t say that we blame
him.
For the sport news, the Varsity
football
basketball

Page 22

team

will play

team.

Since

the junior
the

football

into “They'll Do It Every. Time.”
Who

knows, we might get a tip of

the Hatlo Hat.
Dobberstein,

R. C. Kaiser has been spending
his monthly allotment on postage
stamps. Seems he has a flame down
South. They’ve been corresponding
for long, long time.—When someone screamed “Hey, Smiley,” we
turned around to see what they were

hailing, to see Frank

Hollencamp

with his new bridge. Having a little
trouble with it now and then; you’ve
heard of people dropping their
teeth?—Stan
Groene
(he makes
every issue) uses St. Joe’s Hall—
but only for a clothes rack. Not
that he isn’t there much.—Gee,

we

thought

the

that

singing

made

world brighter, but from very competent sources we find that the
following have been campused for
lending their voices in the Hall:
Hank and Dan Ferrazza, Sandy
King, Sox Justice, and Denny Griffin. Such is life in a brain factory.
Russ Seabold has a very decided
passion for very decided platinum
blondes.— Jimmy Finke is now
eligible for’ sates: it’s Leap Year.
Bill Saelzler, Bill Gutbrod, and
Dale Babione are fiendishly plan-

ning a trip to Washington.

Our condolences this week go to
Marvin

be able to make the trip in a month

or so. So-o-o now Marvin smokes
constantly in chains, not leaving out
a link, and even worked all night
during the holidays at the post office. Goodness, to what lengths love
can drive us. But seriously, we do
hope Dorothy gets well very soon.

one of U.D.’s

They

should have been pre-laws instead
of business phyz-eds. And again we
January, 1948

spot the sport with the news that
there is a preliminary for the Toledo

game with some of the ’47 football
team going basketball. This will be
February 23. Gee, what versatile
people.—Molly Bucher gave Al Neff
a worst-known neat tie for Christ-

mas.

So he does

school

every

wear a suit to

day just

to

show

it

off.
Ned Cofer is hoping like mad for
some mad-money. If his prayers
aren’t

answered,

Ruthie

Kelly

will

be footing the bill to the dance.—
Frank Maloney’s theme song is now

“A Feller Needs A Girl.” (But we
love you, Frank).—What’s the deal
on Marty Copp and Phyl Keifer?
Is it a steady thing?—

At

night

great

cumulus

clouds

glow garishly. ‘To peer at them
from space is like stealing a look
through the swung gates of Hell.
Poor Dr. Hartz is dead, too. His
weapon, the panacea for all worldly

Take

ills,

it

away!

went

untried.

There

prayer on his lips when

(Continued from Page 16)
lifted through
in defense.

the

FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

was

a

he died.

807 BROWN ST.- a2xEniR AVE.

The Dayton Heidelberg
Distributing Co.
133 E. STEWART ST.
DISTRIBUTORS

Student Prince
Heirloom
Telephone

and

Beers

ADams

9290

The earth’s salvation was troubling
him as he leaned against the worktable that night of disaster.

RENDEZVOUS WITH
DESTRUCTION

watheads
outbound

WE

All the world is dead now. Nothing breathes. There is only a vast
windy
nothingness
remaining,
through which moves not a living
being, not a living protoplasm, not
a living cell.

That’s all she wrote—
(That’s all for today)
And so, Mr. Printer,

Kook

on

switls of radiant clouds were swept
around the world in neat meteorological patterns, following the lazy
circulation of the high pressure
cells and the twisting tempestuous
whorls of the lows. Scorching cold
fronts moved precisely across whole
nations singeing everything organic
in their paths.

For

sky,

The bombs didn’t kill everything
earth but the effect did. Ciet

uncounted

thousands,

no

doubt, there was heavenly redemption. There were many good people
on earth who lived by God and
feared Him. I’m one of them. I’m
Hartz.

L.M. PRINCE CO.
Opticians
117
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OHIO

MURRAY HENDERSON
FINER TAILORING
COMPLIMENTS

New Spring Line of Suits, Slacks and Shirts

OF

335 Commercial Building — 30 S. Ludlow St.
ADams

Evenings by Appointment

6638

By Appointment

MElrose

CHARLES R. BROWN, 0.D.

0881

Fine Tailoring

Compliments

of

TROTTA
RICHARD BAIRD

3345 West Second St.

A

Friend

White Villa
QUALITY CANNED FOODS
SOLD BY OVER 1000 RETAIL GROCERS
WHO OWN THEIR OWN
COOPERATIVE WHOLESALE GROCERY

Crackers and Cakes
BAKED IN
DAYTON

VILLA GROCERS, Inc.

WHITE

LAUREL

DAYTON, OHIO

CARR-CONSOLIDATED
Bakeries

LAUREL

DIVISION

Banner
Best Wishes

David

Margolis

HOUSEWARES, TOYS
HARDWARE, HOTEL
and RESTAURANT
SUPPLIES
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“For Good Health . . .

Bazaar

19 East SEconp Sr.

of

CO.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables”
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Pure - Wholesome
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The H. Office & Brother Co.
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AND VEGETABLES
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Over 50 Years Dependable

ST.

Service
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Phone
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SHERER COMPANY
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You can always be sure that Telling’s Sealtest
Ice
Cream
is pure,
rich and wholesome.
Sealtest
Ice
Cream is carefully tested in order to
conform to the rigid, high standards
of The Sealtest System of Laboratory Protection.
That is why Telling’s Sealtest Ice Cream
is famed
for its high quality, absolute purity
and delicious flavor.

Supplies

TELLING-BELLE

Systems

VERNON

CO.

Diviston of National Dairy Products Corp.
DAYTON,

OHIO
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Dubious
Moron,

Dave
the

“Michaelangelo”

would-be

artist

who

never believed what people told him,
was discovered one day pouring
Pepsi-Cola on his paint board. “They
told me it would tickle my palette,”
he exclaimed, scowling fiercely, “but

The

went to William D. Blair, Jr., of
Princeton. What could be simpler,

two

bucks

for

this

classic

if anything? Send in your Moron
gags... $2 each forthose we buy.

Send your gags, with your name, address,

to?

school and class, to Easy Money Depart-

Cola

ment, Pepsi-Cola Co., Box A, Long Island

gags and stuff like that there for this page.
Below we list some of the characters who
hit the jack-pot in September. What have
they got that you haven't got? Right—
Easy Money!
So climb on board the gravy train now.
ecsk

Satiee

-ca

aose

kde

Res

Gas

Go

sk

ecin

lab

Smead

City, N.
property
for those
into your
tion slip

Y. All contributions become the
of Pepsi-Cola Co. We pay only
we print. (Getting “Pepsi-Cola”
joke may not keep that rejecfrom your door, but it might

help. Who
aap

(nee
hI Caes

acess)

Sede

es

GET

knows?
esi

ais

Certainly not us!)
lds

egecd

Gee

Sprain

ho

it

up to $15 for jokes,

it

pays

——t

Company

JACKPOT

oo

We can’t figure out whether we’re softhearted or soft-headed. Anyway, Pepsi-

dd

tf?

to

to

oo

toed

so far I haven’t heard a single laugh!”

tof

to

tof

toed

tem

tom

LITTLE MORON CORNER

At the end of the year, we’re going
to review all the stuff we’ve bought,
and the item we think was best of all
is going to get an extra

$100.00

WEED

FUNNY...WIN

MONEY...WRITE

A

TITLE

This is really a soft detail. Three bucks

for just kicking it back and forth between a Him and a Her. Duck soup!
Three-dollar bills were sent to Barbara
Fram, U. of Texas; Ira Gurney, New
York Univ.; and Forest M. Cruse, U. of
Texas, for these gags which limped in
during the September contest:
*

*

*

She: When I get in a drug store, I feel
like an anarchist.
He: Me too: Down with Pepsi.
*

*

*

She: When you go to a restaurant, why

do you always flirt with the waitress?

I’m playing for big steaks.

He:

*

*

*

She: So long . . . ’'m going on a Pepsi

party with my two beaux.

He: Beaux?
She: Elbows!
*

*

*

That’s it... $3 each for any of these
we print.
ed

ee

ee

eee

ee

ee

eet

oe

ot

oe

Ged

te

Daffy Definitions

Be

We'll probably have to cut out this department soon. These things are begin-

Here’s a cartoon that needs something. Possibly adrenalin. Or maybe just a
title. For cartoon captions we buy, we pay five bucks each. Or send us an
original cartoon idea. $10 for just the idea . . . $15 if you draw it—if we buy it.

ning to sound logical to us. Until that
day, however, any Daffy Definition we
buy rates a fast buck. Like these:

Easy Money for September cartoon captions went to Cadet R. J. Herte
of the U.S. Military Academy, Laurence A. Ingwerson of Berkeley, Calif.,
and Tom Brody of Culver City, Calif.

Oboe—a cockney tramp.
Plenty—what Pepsi-Cola’s your

Oyster—a fish that’s built like a nut,
*

*

*

At $1 apiece for these, your conscience should keep you up nights.

But that’s what we pay for those we
print.

HASH

eee
eee

You—what Pepsi’s the drink for.

ee
ee
eee
eee

best buy by.
Barber shop—clip joint.

99

ON

Here are a couple of miscellaneous gags we
dredged up in the September contest. We

couldn’t classify °em, but we thought they
ought to be worth something. So we kicked
in $2 each. Are we a soft touch!
Little

Susie,

at

her

first

basketball

game,

overheard someone say that the home
was
on

“red

hot,”

the floor

with

so she immediately
5 bottles

team

ran

out

of Pepsi-Cola!

Sent in by Mrs. J. B. Kennedy,

of Urbana,

Ill,

THE

HOUSE
Robert’s uncle had just returned from Africa
and paid a visit to the college lad. “Bob, my

boy,”

said the uncle, “I’ve brought

you a

trinket.” With that, he took out a Pepsi-Cola
and handed it to his nephew. “But this is a
bottle of Pepsi-Cola,” exclaimed the boy.

“Why, sure it is,” said his uncle, “so...
trinket!”

Sent in by Leonard Blostein, of Washington
Square College, New York University.
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